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System and method for verification of product authenticity

Field of Art

The present invention relates to a system and a method for verification of product

authenticity using tagging with DNA sequences carrying SERS-active molecules.

Background Art

Effective authenticity control of commercially available products represents a key issue in

the protection of producer's rights. Its rigorous assurance leads also to the protection of

consumers from potentially dangerous counterfeits which in many cases do not meet the

strict requirements laid down for the original product. In principle, the authenticity

protection can be ensured by several basic approaches that differ not only in their

embodiment, but also in the level of protection provided. For example, a product can be

protected by protective symbols placed on its package, on the basis of its unique physical

properties, or by its unique chemical composition. Ideally, it is a combination of the

aforementioned approaches. However, each of them has its limitations, which substantially

restrict its use. This is particularly the case, where falsificators are able to produce very

reliable copies of the packaging or very accurately copy the physical and chemical

properties of the original, so that the counterfeited product cannot be clearly distinguished

from the original, and therefore the potential violation of valid legislation and rights of the

producer cannot be detected.

Other possibility of commercial product authenticity control is to add a suitable tag, a

unique property said tag being monitored subsequently during the control. Authenticity

control based on specific DNA addition into a product is one of the very frequent choices.

This approach is described for example in WO 2000/044891, where the authors describe an

ink tagged with a DNA molecule, which is then detected using molecular biology methods.

The use of a complete DNA molecule has, however, certain limitations, such as the

existence of an easy procedure for falsification of the tagged product. An improved

modification of such method is use of polymorphic DNA fragments (US 2003/0235836),

utilizing classical molecular biology methods. A significant advantage of the above



mentioned modification is the possibility to use more than one polymorphic fragment,

which prevents uncovering the structure of the used tag.

A significant problem of authenticity control methods based on tagging of product with

DNA fragments, is the need for rapidity, simplicity and last but not least the mobility of the

methods, by which the products are controlled. The often used molecular biology methods,

for example PCR (polymerase chain reaction) or variable techniques of PAGE

(polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis), are, despite their high popularity, often in many cases

not sufficiently complying with these criteria. Other approaches based on detection of

DNA, a DNA fragment or even a plurality of DNA fragments were designed, using Raman

spectroscopy and recently also Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS). Such

methods are described in 2008/0189066, CN 1302905. Main advantages of this technique

are its rapidity, mobility and a very low detection limit. Detection limits of units of

nanomols (nmol.L 1, lxlO 9 mol.L 1) were already published in this domain.

In the past, the use of Raman spectroscopy in this field was limited mainly to the control of

chemical composition of products, and to comparison of the original product with the

potentially falsified sample. US 2008/0189066 uses Raman spectroscopy to detect products

tagged with DNA fragments by analysis of said fragments in their unchanged form. A

significant added value comes from WO 2014/019099, using detection of a DNA fragment

obtained by DNA isolation from any organism including human DNA, animal DNA,

bacterial DNA, etc., immobilized on metal nanoparticles.

Raman spectroscope is, in principle, composed of a source of light (usually a laser), which

is focused on the analyzed sample. During irradiation of the sample, an effect occurs,

which is called the inelastic scattering. The thus produced light is then detected and

converted by a system of electronic elements into an electric signal, which is then

presented as a dependence of light intensity captured by the detector on its wavelength or

wavenumber, respectively. In order to significantly decrease the detection limit of such

method, surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) phenomenon is used. This

phenomenon appears during interaction of the examined molecule with noble metal

nanoparticles; mainly silver and gold. The size and morphology of the particles influence

the total degree of enhancement of the signal detected. In most cases, spherical

nanoparticles of a diameter between 5 and 200 nm are used.



DNA fragment analysis using the SERS method allows to use very low concentrations of

fragments. However, at low concentrations it is necessary to ensure the specificity of the

method, in order to eliminate the risk of false positive results. There also still remains the

necessity to increase the reliability and rapidity of the method. It is necessary to eliminate

the influence of chemical composition of the tagged product on the results, and, at the

same time, to incorporate a mechanism of internal control of the correct functioning of the

whole procedure.

Disclosure of the Invention

The object of the present invention is a system of verification of product authenticity,

containing

- a first DNA strand, which contains a first molecule (tag, key) active in Surface-Enhanced

Raman Scattering, bound in a region of one of the ends of said first DNA strand, and

- a second DNA strand, which is modified to contain in a region of a first end of said

second DNA strand a functional group containing sulphur or nitrogen atom, and in a region

of the second end of said second DNA strand is bound a second molecule active in

Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, whereas the second DNA strand is bound to the

surface of a noble metal nanoparticle (lock) via its functional group containing sulphur or

nitrogen atom, and

whereas the second molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, is different

from the first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, and

whereas the first DNA strand and the second DNA strand are, in at least a part of their

length, mutually complementary.

In a preferred embodiment, the noble metal nanoparticles are in the form of a composite

containing at least one magnetic particle (preferably a nanoparticle) and at least one noble

metal nanoparticle. The presence of the magnetic particle enables to easily separate the

composite with bound groups by methods of magnetic separation. Suitable magnetic

particles are for example iron oxide nanoparticles.

The molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering can be for example Cy3, Cy5,

Cy7, biotin, ROX, rhodamine 6G, HEX, FAM, TET, TAMRA. The Surface-Enhanced



Raman Scattering active molecule should be selected so that its Raman spectrum (SERS)

would be different from the spectrum of the DNA strand. Preferably, the Surface-

Enhanced Raman Scattering active molecule is covalently bound to the DNA strand.

The functional group containing sulphur or nitrogen atom ensures binding of the second

DNA strand to the nanoparticle surface. It may be in particular a functional group

containing dithiol, thiol, carboxyl, amino or nitro group.

Preferably, the noble metal is gold or silver.

Preferably, noble metal nanoparticles have the size from 5 to 100 nm.

Preferably, when the second end of the second DNA strand, where the second Surface-

Enhanced Raman Scattering active molecule is bound, is the 5'-end, then the first Surface-

Enhanced Raman Scattering active molecule is bound also to the 5'-end of the first DNA

strand. Accordingly, in another preferred embodiment, when the second end of the second

DNA strand, where the second Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering active molecule is

bound, is the 3'-end, then the first Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering active molecule is

bound also to the 3'-end of the first DNA strand.

The second DNA strand contains preferably at least 20 nucleotides.

The first DNA strand contains preferably at least from 5 to 40 nucleotides.

The first DNA strand and the second DNA strand are mutually complementary in at least 5

% of their length, preferably in at least 20 % of their length, more preferably in at least 50

% of their length.

The term "in a region of one end" means that the corresponding molecule and/or a

functional group is bound to one of the last 5 nucleotides of the corresponding end of the

DNA strand, preferably to one of the last 3 nucleotides, most preferably to the last

nucleotide.



In a preferred embodiment, the second DNA strand forms loop-shaped structures on the

nanoparticle surface. The loop-shaped structures begin and also end on the nanoparticle

surface, which enables, in the absence of the first DNA strand, the second Surface-

Enhanced Raman Scattering active molecule to interact with the nanoparticle surface.

Preferably, the first and second DNA strands are selected so that they are neither identical

nor similar to any DNA present in the analyzed product.

The object of the present invention is further a method of verification of product

authenticity, comprising the steps of:

- addition of a first DNA strand containing a first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced

Raman Scattering, bound in a region of at least one of the ends of the DNA strand, into the

product during its production or subsequently, preferably in a concentration range of from

1 fmol.L 1 to 1 umol.L 1,

- verification of product authenticity, wherein a second DNA strand is added into the

product, said second DNA strand containing a functional group containing sulphur or

nitrogen atom, in the region of a first end of the DNA strand, and a second molecule active

in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering bound in the region of a second end of the DNA

strand, whereas the second molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering is

different from the first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, and

whereas the second DNA strand is bound to a noble metal nanoparticle surface via the

functional group containing sulphur or nitrogen atom, and

whereas the first DNA strand and the second DNA strand are mutually complementary in

at least a part of their length,

- subsequently, a hybridization product formed by interaction of the first and the second

DNA strand, is isolated,

- spectrum of the isolated hybridization product is measured using Surface-Enhanced

Raman Scattering method.

The acquired spectrum of the isolated hybridization product is then compared to reference

spectra, which are preferably spectra of the second DNA strand containing in a region of

the first end of the DNA strand a functional group containing sulphur or nitrogen atom, and



in a region of the second end of the DNA strand a second molecule active in Surface-

Enhanced Raman Scattering. Reference spectra can also be spectra of the analyzed product

without addition of the first DNA strand with a first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced

Raman Scattering, and spectra of the analyzed product containing the first DNA strand

with a first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering.

If the spectrum of the isolated hybridization product shows lower Raman signal intensity

of the lock (mainly the second molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering)

and at the same time Raman signal of the key (mainly the first molecule active in Surface-

Enhanced Raman Scattering) appears in the spectrum, it proves the presence of the first

DNA strand in the analyzed product, and therefore the authenticity of the product.

In one preferred embodiment, the noble metal nanoparticles are in the form of a composite

containing at least one magnetic particle (preferably a nanoparticle) and at least one noble

metal nanoparticle, and the isolation of the hybridization product is performed using

methods of magnetic isolation.

In another preferred embodiment, after the addition of the second DNA strand into the

product and before the hybridization product isolation step, the mixture is allowed to react

for 1 to 7200 seconds.

The principle of verification of product authenticity using the system and method

according to the present invention is based on the fact that the product contains only a very

small amount of the first DNA strand, containing a first molecule active in Surface-

Enhanced Raman Scattering (key). During the authenticity verification, the second DNA

strand, containing in a region of the first end of the DNA strand a functional group

containing sulphur or nitrogen atom, and in a region of the second end of the DNA strand a

second molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, whereas the second DNA

strand is bound to the surface of a noble metal nanoparticle (the whole composite is called

"lock") via its functional group containing sulphur or nitrogen atom, is added to the

product, whereas the second molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering is

different from the first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering.



As long as the second DNA strand (lock) is not in contact with the first DNA strand (key),

the second molecules active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering can be in the

proximity of noble metal nanoparticles, and therefore their Raman signal, enhanced by this

interaction, can be detected. The authentic product is characterized in that it contains the

first DNA strand with first molecules active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering. The

sequences of the first and the second DNA strand are mutually complementary in at least

one part of their length. When they get into contact with each other, hybridization occurs,

the second DNA strand straightens, the second molecules active in Surface-Enhanced

Raman Scattering move away from the noble metal nanoparticle surface, while the first

molecules active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering get into the proximity of the

noble metal nanoparticle surface, due to the hybridization of the DNA strands. This causes

decrease or even a complete suppression of the Raman signal of the lock, i.e. of the second

molecules active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (depending on their

concentration ratio), and to appearance of the Raman signal of the key, i.e. of the first

molecules active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering. If the product is not authentic,

the first DNA strands with the first molecules active in Surface-Enhanced Raman

Scattering are not present therein, therefore the above described changes in the spectra do

not occur. The measured spectrum shows again only the signal of the second molecules

active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (spectrum of the lock).

When the composite with magnetic particles contains also noble metal nanoparticles, the

method is facilitated because the hybridization product (or the lock itself in the case of

non-authentic product) can be easily separated using magnetic methods, thus preventing

non-specific interactions of sample components with the lock from interfering with the

measurement.

Brief Description of Drawings

Fig. 1 depicts graphically the principle of product tagging with the key (first DNA strand)

and of the analysis using the lock (second DNA strand).

Fig. 2 depicts an example of spectra obtained from product (distilled water) analysis

without addition of the tag (full line) and with addition of the tag (dotted line) according to

Example 2 .



Fig. 3 depicts an example of spectra obtained from product (whiskey) analysis without

addition of the tag (full line) and with addition of the tag (dotted line) according to

Example 3 .

Examples

Example 1 - Explanation of the principle of the invention using a schematic representation

Fig. 1 depicts schematically the principle of product tagging using a key (first DNA strand)

and of the analysis using a lock (second DNA strand). Figure a) depicts the lock itself

before its interaction with a key. The lock contains a second DNA strand 2 carrying in its

first end region of the DNA strand a second molecule 2 1 active in Surface-Enhanced

Raman Scattering. In the region of its second end, it is bound via a functional group (not

depicted) to a noble metal nanoparticle 4 .

The noble metal nanoparticles 4 are in the form of a composite with magnetic

nanoparticles 5 . Second DNA strands 2 form loops, so that second molecules 21 interact

with noble metal nanoparticles 4, therefore measurement of the lock gives SERS spectra of

the second molecules 2 1.

Figure b) depicts a product 3, which contains keys - first DNA strands I , containing in the

region of one of their ends first molecules 11 active in Surface-Enhanced Raman

Scattering.

Locks are added into a sample of the product 3 containing keys, and a hybridization

product, depicted in figure c), is formed. Hybridization of the first and the second DNA

strands and 2 occurs, which moves away second molecules 2 1 active in Surface-

Enhanced Raman Scattering from noble metal nanoparticles 4, therefore their SERS signal

is suppressed. On the contrary, first molecules 11 active in Surface-Enhanced Raman

Scattering, get into contact with noble metal nanoparticles 4, and therefore spectra of the

first molecules 11 are obtained from measurements of the hybridization product.

Example 2 - Lock and key nanocomposite preparation, lock - key interaction, SERS

spectra measurements

Pure nanocomposite of noble metal nanoparticles with magnetic nanoparticles of Ag/Fe30 4

was prepared based on the method described in Markova, Z., Siskova, K., Filip, J.,



Safafova, K., Prucek, R., Panacek, A., Zbofil, R. et al. (2012). Chitosan-based synthesis of

magnetically-driven nanocomposites with biogenic magnetite core, controlled silver size,

and high antimicrobial activity. Green Chemistry, 14(9), 2550.

Nanocomposite sample was diluted 5 times and measured using Raman spectroscopy. 70

oΐ distilled water and 10 µ ΐ of DNA lock (eg. second DNA strand carrying a functional

group and a second molecule active in SERS) of the sequence 5'-

[OTPA]AAAAAGGCTATACACACCAGGTAACACACACATAATAGCC[Cy3]-3 ' were

gradually added into 20 µΐ of nanocomposite solution. DTPA = diethylene triamine

pentaacetic acid, a functional group carrying amine groups. The resulting DNA

concentration used for the modification was 10 nmol/L. The mixture was then kept at room

temperature for 10 minutes in order to create the lock structure. Subsequently, the mixture

was used for product authenticity control.

The key - first DNA strand carrying first a molecule active in SERS - was added into a

sample of distilled water (representing a sample of the product). The key sequence was: 5'-

TA TGTGTGTGTTACCTGGTGTGTCC GTGAAAAA - biotin-3'. The final DNA key

concentration was 10 nmol.L 1 . Italics in both sequences stand for the complementary

parts.

10 µΐ of the lock containing mixture was then added into 1 mL of product. After mixing,

the resulting hybridization product was magnetically isolated and washed three times with

distilled water.

The following key detection is based on spectral analysis of the isolated hybridization

product using Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering and on statistical comparison of the

hybridization product spectrum with the spectrum acquired from pure lock analysis (by

method of discrimination analysis).

Adjusting of experimental SERS parameters depends on individual properties and

configuration of the apparatus used. In the above mentioned example, the sample was

irradiated using 532 nm wavelength laser, the power of which was set to 10 mW by

inserted optical elements. The exposition time was adjusted to 1 second, and the total of 32

measurements were performed. The resulting spectrum is the average of all measurements.

If the key is present in the analysed product (the product is authentic), the spectra of DNA

lock are reduced, while key signals appear (marked with *). Example of resulting spectra is



depicted in Fig. 2 . If the analysed product is not authentic (key is not present), the resulting

spectra do not contain key signals and the lock signals stay unchanged.

Example 3 - Using the method according to the present invention in a real product sample

(whiskey)

The lock and the key were of the same structure as in Example 2 . The key was added to a

sample of whiskey, its final concentration was 10 nmol/L.

Subsequently, 10 of a lock containing mixture was added into 1 mL of sample of

whiskey. After vigorous mixing, the hybridization product was magnetically isolated and

washed three times with distilled water.

Key detection was based on spectral analysis of the isolated hybridization product using

Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering and on statistical comparison of the hybridization

product spectrum with the spectrum acquired from pure lock analysis (by method of

discrimination analysis).

Magnetically isolated and washed hybridization product underwent spectral analysis using

Raman spectroscopy. Adjusting of experimental SERS parameters depends on individual

properties and configuration of the apparatus used. In this example, the sample was

irradiated using 532 nm wavelength laser, the power of which was set to 10 mW by

inserted optical elements. The exposition time was adjusted to 1 second, and the total of 32

measurements were performed. The resulting spectrum is the average of all measurements.

If the key is present in the analysed product (the product is authentic), the spectra of DNA

lock are reduced, while key signals appear (marked with *). Example of resulting spectra is

depicted in Fig. 3 . If the analysed product is not authentic (key is not present), the resulting

spectra do not contain key signals and the lock signals stay unchanged.



CLAIMS

1. A system for verification of product authenticity, characterized in that it contains

- a first DNA strand containing a first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman

Scattering, bound in a region of one of the ends of the DNA strand, and

- a second DNA strand comprising in a region of a first end of the DNA strand a functional

group containing sulphur or nitrogen atom, and in a region of a second end of the DNA

strand a second molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, whereas the

second DNA strand is bound to the surface of a noble metal nanoparticle via its functional

group containing sulphur or nitrogen atom, and

whereas the second molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering is different

from the first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, and

whereas the first DNA strand and the second DNA strand are, in at least a part of their

length, mutually complementary.

2 . The system according to claim 1, wherein the noble metal nanoparticles are in the form

of a composite containing at least one magnetic particle, preferably a nanoparticle, and at

least one noble metal nanoparticle.

3 . The system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the functional group

contains dithiol, thiol, carboxyl, amino or nitro group.

4 . The system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the noble metal is

gold or silver.

5 . The system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the noble metal

nanoparticles have the size from 5 to 100 nm.

6 . The system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the first and the

second molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering are bound either both to

the 5'-ends, or both to the 3'-ends of the first and the second DNA strands.



7 . The system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the second DNA

strand contains at least 20 nucleotides, and the first DNA strand contains at least from 5 to

40 nucleotides.

8. The system according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the second DNA

strand on the nanoparticle surface is adapted for formation of loops, which begin and end

on the nanoparticle surface.

9 . A method for verification of product authenticity, using the system according to any

one of the preceding claims, wherein

- the first DNA strand, preferably in a concentration range of from 1 fmol.L 1 to 1 umol.L

, which contains the first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, bound

in a region of at least one of the ends of the DNA strand, is added into the product during

its production or subsequently,

- for verification of product authenticity, the second DNA strand is added into the product,

said second DNA strand containing a functional group containing sulphur or nitrogen atom

in the region of the first end of the DNA strand, and the second molecule active in

Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering in the region of the second end of the second DNA

strand,

whereas the second molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering is different

from the first molecule active in Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, and whereas the

second DNA strand is bound to the noble metal nanoparticle surface via the functional

group containing sulphur or nitrogen atom, and

whereas the first DNA strand and the second DNA strand are mutually complementary in

at least one part of their length,

- subsequently, the hybridization product formed by interaction of the first and second

DNA strand is isolated,

- spectrum of the isolated hybridization product is measured using Surface-Enhanced

Raman Scattering method.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the noble metal nanoparticles are in the

form of a composite containing at least one magnetic particle, preferably a nanoparticle,



and at least one noble metal nanoparticle, and the isolation of the hybridization product is

performed using methods of magnetic isolation.

11. The method according to claims 9 or 10, wherein after the addition of second DNA

strand into the product and before the hybridization product isolation step, the mixture is

allowed to react for 1 to 7200 seconds.
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